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GWR BROAD GAUGE 

The Great Western Railway’s most distinctive feature was the gauge of its 

tracks. In 1835 the GWR Board had accepted Brunel’s recommendation that 

the gauge should be seven feet (which somehow came to be 7ft0¼in!). This 

was much wider than the standard gauge (which GWR called ‘narrow gauge’) 

then in use by most railways in England. GWR trains could be more stable, 

with more powerful locomotives that could achieve greater speeds although 

this advantage steadily diminished as railway technology evolved.  An Act of 

Parliament of 1846 established 4ft8½ins as the future standard gauge in Great 

Britain but GWR and associated companies in south Wales and the south west 

were permitted to retain the broad gauge but it soon became apparent that 

there were serious delays where there were breaks of gauge – where 

passengers and goods had to be transferred between trains.  Gloucester 

transfer shed was notorious for chaos during such transfers and the line 

between Gloucester and Cheltenham became the first to adopt dual gauge 

tracks in 1847. The Calne and Melksham lines were converted to standard 

gauge in 1874 and by 1875 the line from Exeter to Paddington (via 

Chippenham) had been converted to dual gauge. 1892 saw the final 

abandonment of broad gauge throughout the GWR network.  
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At places where there was a break of gauge, passengers and goods were 

required to be transferred to another train. Gloucester transfer shed was 

notorious for chaos during transfer of passengers and goods.  This was a key 

factor in the eventual demise of the broad gauge. A transfer shed has been 

recreated at Didcot as seen in the photo.  

 

 

Until the full conversion to standard gauge the main line from Bristol to 

Paddington was of mixed gauge for at least 20 years. The track and point work 

was complex and expensive to install and maintain. The mixed track is 

demonstrated at Didcot. 

 

 

 


